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A husband and wife can be considered a pair; however just as every face differs, people's fortunes differ.
They have different destinies in life. Even if the husband has a bad destiny, if his wife has a good destiny,
her destiny can change the husband's destiny for the better. Conversely, even if the wife has a bad destiny,
if her husband has a good destiny, this can change her destiny for the better. Therefore, we can say that
the destiny of husband and wife is like creating level ground by tearing down mountains and filling up
valleys. After creating level ground, they can plant trees, plough fields, and pursue a variety of plans for
their love as they keep the ideals of husband and wife. From the standpoint of such principles, you should
not just see the external appearance when you find your spouse. Marriage is a fearsome thing. (God's Will
and the World - 543)
A happy family is one where when the husband returns home he discusses with his wife everything that
happened while he was out, and this reveals new things to pioneer. A happy family is one where they join
their strengths and research together. When the parents do this, the children will contribute their strengths
and join in with them, expressing their hope to build such a family. (29-113, 1970.2.25)
Human beauty does not just reside in the face. It can be seen and felt from all directions. Beauty is threedimensional, like a ball. Whether seen from above, seen from the side, or seen from any direction, a
person has his or her own perfect beauty. So you should not carelessly evaluate your wife's face. Many
beautiful women are poor, but women who have virtue or good fortune are of a different type. We often
see that even in the case of a woman with a pretty face, her face becomes strange after having just two or
three children. So we can conclude that those who can maintain their beauty even after childbirth are
beautiful women. (God's Will and the World - 543)

